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THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Vermont and Massachusetts were major areas for lumbering due to their The Deforestation by Early Settlers in New
England During the Seventeenth Century By the 20th century many native wildlife were at an all-time low, such as the.

Lyon G. As the "old-field" stands of white pine reached middle age, it became evident that they contained a
valuable and rapidly growing crop of second-growth timber. The scene was designed to depict all the
important transformations of the landscape in the upland area of central Massachusetts since the
pre-European-settlement period. The essays in our library are intended to serve as content examples to inspire
you as you write your own essay. Early promoters expected to find gold, silver and pearls, and to be able to
produce wine, silk, olive oil, sugar and spices. A letter from Barbadian representatives to the British
Parliament in illustrated the necessity to which they relied upon New England timber. The solution, as
proposed by some seventeenth century writers, was of course to remove the trees. However, other factors
served to reinforce this conviction, which were not related to scientific matters at all, but rather were political,
economic, or even religious in origin. Without a colonial supply, the English economy was very heavily
reliant on the Spanish and the Portuguese, with whom they had recently been at war. This understanding
should inform our predictions of future forest development, as well as our attempts to conserve and manage
them. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck?
What hooks you? Early English settlers in America had arrived with an understanding of the nature of climate
which was strongly challenged by the conditions which they found in the New World. A suitable location
along the bank of a stream with water deep enough to float a vessel was essential. It became virtually
impossible for a single surveyor with a few deputies to police the entire expanse of New England's forests.
Based on an essay I wrote as a final year undergraduate, this article tells the story of a time when
anthropogenic climate change, assumed to be a fact on a regional scale, was considered a very positive
aspiration. Oak staves for wine barrels, along with building timber, white pine boards, and cedars shingles
were traded to Spain, Portugal, the Canary Islands , the Azores, and Madeira. And sweet sap was extracted
from maple, rivaling honey as the colony's premier source of sweetener. Across much of New England, 60 to
80 percent of the land was cleared for pasture, tillage, orchards and buildings. The peak of deforestation and
agricultural activity across most of New England occurred from to  The abundance of naval stores and good
timber enabled colonists to produce ships thirty percent cheaper than the English, making it the most
profitable manufactured export during the colonial period. Uncover new sources by reviewing other students'
references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to address in your
own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more information on how to use and how not to use our
library. Compare them with But it was not always this way. Since ninety-plus percent of New England pines
harvested were unsuitable for masts, an important building and commodities lumber market emerged
converting rejected masts into merchantable boards, joists and other structural lumber.


